
Culture-Bound: Part Two 
 

On close and contextual readings one understands that the two texts in Scripture that are 

used by some to silence women in public leadership roles in churches, 1 Corinthians 

14:34-35 and 1 Timothy 2:9-15, are culture-bound. Paul was writing exactly what he had 

to write to Corinth and Ephesus in the middle of this first-century Empire. He would 

perhaps write exactly the same thing today if he were writing to Christians in Saudi 

Arabia. But these texts are culture-bound, as everyone knows, or we would be prohibiting 

women braiding their hair or wearing gold or pearls or expensive clothes. 

 

So as I thought more, and especially as I studied these matters as a historian I came to 

see: that our gender constructs were indebted to Aristotle not Jesus; that there was 

astonishing diversity in the second-century church—that some Christian communities 

were gender egalitarian back then, taking Galatians 3:28 at face value; and that when the 

church went public in the third century, when it moved from meeting in houses (secretly 

because of persecution) to meeting in public basilicas, it conformed to strict Greek-

Roman gender roles, which meant that in public only men led. I came to see that there 

was always, across the centuries, an ebb and flow to the status of women and the 

leadership they could exercise, and that the same arguments being used in the late 

twentieth century to maintain female subordination and male privilege had  been used in 

the 1840s in churches in America to sustain slavery. 

 

But perhaps the most important thing I learned as a historian is that there is an 

inevitability to all this; there are inexorable patterns to history. Today churches in which 

women’s voices are not heard are losing their children in mass. They are being devastated 

by a brain drain of tidal wave proportion. It is for this reason that the traditional position 

is never, contrary to what some suppose, “safe.” People today recognize discrimination as 

discrimination, and any religious movement that insists on maintaining traditional gender 

roles in America will substantially decline. 

 

And so I came to see that, in fact, things go seriously wrong when we fail to see that all 

communication, sacred or otherwise, including Scripture, is culture-bound. To understand 

any form of communication depends on properly understanding its living context, 

whether it’s something your wife or husband has said, or something your daughter or son 

has said, or something your boss or those who work for you have said, or whether it’s 

reading great literature, or pulp fiction, or enjoying music or art, or understanding the law 

or engaging in any academic pursuit. All language and all thought are culture-bound. The 

way things are written is culture-bound. The way they’re read is culture-bound. The way 

they’re heard is culture-bound. All communication of any kind has the built-in 

assumption that it rises out of a situation of some kind and is best understood in the light 

of that situation. And that is true of Scripture as well. And we have always interpreted 

Scripture in light of its context and culture. Everyone does, even those who say they 

don’t. That’s why we don’t wash one another’s feet, or insist that women worship with 

their heads covered, or greet one another with holy kisses, or still defend slavery as God’s 

intention for all time. The truth is we always interpret Scripture contextually, to the best 



of our historical understanding, except when we don’t want to. Except when we don’t 

want to. And the real question, the interesting question, the significant question, is why 

on a particular point certain churches quit thinking contextually. 

 

So as we interpret Scripture, we seek the original intent of the author, determining as best 

we can what the writer was responding to and why, including ascertaining what the 

horizons of possible meaning were for both the writer and his first readers. We seek 

consistency and integrity, so that we are not picking and choosing, often from within the 

very same passage, what we will take seriously (and draw hard lines on) and what we 

will dismiss with a shrug as just-the-way-things-are. We seek faith, those understandings 

of Scripture that encourage people to trust God, that is, those understanding of Scripture 

that picture God as one who truly is trustworthy. And we seek love, thinking through our 

beliefs in ways that are true to real life and embody loving concern for others. 

 

So we realize that the story we find ourselves in is a transcendent story, that is, it drives 

us out of our own little, self-serving, culture-bound perspectives to reality that is 

transcendent, timeless, and eternal, but at the same time this story too is culture-bound, 

whether we are speaking of the conquest of Canaan, primitive warriors like Jephthah and 

Samson, or slaves obeying their masters. And when I am trying to understand Scripture, 

in every case, in any case, I will choose in the Spirit of Christ the way of sacred love – 

the fundamental truth, the core truth, that God is love. In fact, whatever happens in my 

life, in the brightest days, yes, but also in the darkest nights, when life crashes in, when 

bags hang from my body, when I am heartbroken and my soul is devastated, whatever 

happens, in any case, in every case, I will rethink whatever I have to rethink to choose the 

way of sacred love, the way that affirms God is truly love. I will understand Scripture this 

way. I will understand the nature of Scripture this way.   

 

I will of course always see it contextually, that is, in its historical context. There is no 

other way to meaningfully understand any communication. I will also see it as a 

conversation between God and his people. I will see it dialectically, as often offering 

point and counterpoint, driving us to synthesis, to taking point and counterpoint (as 

Talmudic scholars do) and from them finding the transcendent idea, the higher idea, and 

so learning to think, wrestling with the text, wrestling with God. And I will see Scripture 

developmentally, progressively. I will see it not just for what it says as for what it morally 

implies over time, perhaps over centuries. I will see it as moving along a moral trajectory 

from Genesis to the Gospels so that, to draw on the example of slavery again, slavery 

which was still very much a part of the economic fabric of the first century no longer is 

part of our economic fabric. Because of the moral trajectory found in Scripture.   

 

That is my decision. I will not let worship of a book (that is, bibliolatry), or more 

specifically the worship of just one way of reading that book, literalistic and non-

contextual, keep me from worshipping the God who is love. The story we find ourselves 

in means reading Scripture with Jesus as our light, with consistency as our commitment, 

with nothing, absolutely nothing, coming between us and the God who is love. If we 

don’t do this, we find ourselves in other stories, in wrong stories, defending the cultural 

practices of centuries past - practices that often were not kind or just or even humane.   



 

This then is the challenge in the story we find ourselves in – don’t let anything stand 

between you and the sacred truth that God is love, that God was in Christ reconciling the 

world to himself, not counting people’s sins against them (2 Corinthians 5:19).  God is 

love! Don’t let anything stand between you and this sacred truth, absolutely nothing, no 

experience, no set of circumstances, no disappointment and no doctrine, no matter how 

many Christians believe it and for how long, no culture-bound understanding of a 

particular text, no call for slaves to obey their masters, no call for women to be silent in 

churches, absolutely nothing between you and the God who is love.   

 

 – Dale Pauls 

 


